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Parallel algorithm for the computation of the Hartree-Fock exchange
matrix: Gas phase and periodic parallel ONX
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In this paper we present an efficient parallelization of the ONX algorithm for linear computation of
the Hartree-Fock exchange matrix �J. Chem. Phys. 106, 9708 �1997��. The method used is based
on the equal time �ET� partitioning recently introduced �J. Chem. Phys. 118, 9128 �2003�� and
�J. Chem. Phys. 121, 6608 �2004��. ET exploits the slow variation of the density matrix between
self-consistent-field iterations to achieve load balance. The method is presented and some
benchmark calculations are discussed for gas phase and periodic systems with up to 128 processors.
The current parallel ONX code is able to deliver up to 77% overall efficiency for a cluster of 50 water
molecules on 128 processors �2.56 processors per heavy atom� and up to 87% for a box of 64 water
molecules �two processors per heavy atom� with periodic boundary conditions. © 2006 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2222359�
I. INTRODUCTION

Density functional theory �DFT� and its variant, the hy-
brid Hartree-Fock/density functional theory �HF/DFT� are
accurate and computationally attractive. Together with linear
scaling methods, these advances provide an important tool
for large applications of both HF and HF/DFT models to
areas such as biochemistry, material science, catalysis, and
others.

The most time consuming part of a self-consistent-field
�SCF� cycle remains formation of the Fock matrix, even with
the appearance of fast linear scaling algorithms that over-
come the bottlenecks encountered in conventional methods,
including computation of the Hartree-Fock exchange
matrix,1–6 the Coulomb matrix7–14 the exchange-correlation
matrix,14–18 and iterative alternatives to eigensolution of the
SCF equations.19–25

It is well known that linear scaling methods become
more advantageous than conventional algorithms only if the
system size is bigger than few hundred atoms. This disad-
vantageous property of linear scaling methods, for small sys-
tems, can be overcome by parallelization. Parallel Fock
builds �i.e., construction of the Coulomb and exact exchange
matrices� are available in most quantum chemistry programs
such as GAMESS,26

JAGUAR,27 and many others. The upper
limit of a single processor speed is now reached, and mas-
sively parallel and distributed architectures such as worksta-
tion clusters or supercomputers will be more and more used
in the near future for large-scale molecular calculations.

During the past decade conventional parallel algorithms
�i.e., algorithms with an O�N4−2� computation of the electron
repulsion integrals� for the formation of the Fock matrix
have been developed.28–34 Most of the current parallel meth-
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ods are based on an integral driven strategy to compute the
Fock matrix. On one side, the integral driven approach al-
lows an efficient and simple way to use the full permuta-
tional symmetry of the two electron integrals, reducing con-
siderably the computational time. On the other side, it
requires the contraction of an integral quartet with up to six
different density matrix elements. While this is certainly not
a problem during a serial Fock build, it becomes much more
complicated to distribute the density and/or Fock matrices in
parallel.

To achieve load balance as well as data parallelism,
these conventional algorithms use complicated schemes for
the distribution of the density and/or Fock matrices through
the processors during computation. In general, computation
time scales as O�N4−2�, thus dominating the O�N3−2� inter-
processor communication of the density and/or Fock matri-
ces. For example, Foster’s algorithm achieves an efficiency,
for the Fock matrix construction, up to 97% for Si16O25H14

with the 6-31G* on 512 processors.31

In this work we present an efficient and simple parallel-
ization of the order N exchange �ONX� algorithm for the
O�N� computation of the HF exchange matrix. The ONX al-
gorithm is fully equivalent to direct SCF �Ref. 35� and uses
an ordered pair list of basis set functions to efficiently skip
out the innermost loops, avoiding a O�N2� logical test. The
method is based on the equal time �ET� partitioning and can
treat gas phase and periodic systems without increasing the
complexity of the code. The equal time partitioning exploits
the slow variation of the density matrix between self-
consistent-field iterations to achieve load balance. The O�N�
exchange-correlation and Coulomb matrices have been effi-
ciently parallelized through the concept of equal time
partition.36,37

It should be pointed out that parallel O�N� computation

of the exact exchange matrix with ONX is highly irregular
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relative to conventional parallel O�N4� computation of the
electron repulsion integrals �ERIs�. The ONX algorithm re-
quires an O�N� communication of the density and Fock ma-
trices, which also contrasts with conventional methods. Our
parallel ONX uses a partially distributed-data exchange build.
While each processor is assigned a part of the density matrix,
the corresponding exchange submatrices are not redistributed
during their constructions. This strategy avoids an expensive
dynamic redistribution of the exchange submatrices. Also the
current ONX is based on the simple “index-driven” algorithm
although an “integral-driven” ONX algorithm exists.5 The
parallelization of the later requires expensive communica-
tions of data as do conventional algorithms.33

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II the method
will be outlined. In Sec. III we describe a computational
implementation of parallel ONX. In Sec. IV we discuss
benchmark calculations of water clusters, endothelin, and
cells composed of 64 �H2O� molecules and 32 KCNS with
periodic boundary conditions �PBC�. In Sec. V we present
our conclusions.

II. PARALLELIZATION OF THE ONX ALGORITHM

The ONX algorithm for O�N� calculation of the exact
exchange matrix has been extensively described for gas
phase1–5 and the periodic �-point approximation.6 The
�-point approximation limits k-space sampling to just the
central cell at k=0. Translational invariance is imposed by
introducing the minimum image convention �MIC� into the
contraction phase of periodically summed two-electron inte-
grals; this ensures that interactions are always calculated be-
tween nearest images. In computation of the HF exchange
matrix, the MIC �-point approximation is given by

Kab�D� = −
1

2 �
mn

cd

Dcd�acm�bdm�mic, �1�

where the indices c and d run over basis functions, m and n
over the Bravais lattice vectors, and Dcd is an element of the
density matrix. The evaluation of the two electron integrals
�acm �bdn�mic is described elsewhere.6 In the case of gas
phase calculations, the summations over the lattices m and n
are just removed from Eq. �1�.

Our algorithm uses a density driven, completely distrib-
uted exchange matrix build. The density matrix, initially
stored on the root processor, is partitioned following the
scheme proposed in Sec. III. Then subblocks are sent to their
respective processors.

The original ONX algorithm has been restructured to in-
clude PBC �Ref. 6� and to improve parallel efficiency. In the
first step, each processor iPrc receives a dedicated nonover-
lapping subdensity matrix D�iPrc� from root. During the sec-
ond step, two distribution lists �acm� and �bdn� are built,
where c and d run over the rows and the columns of D�iPrc�,
respectively. The procedure for structuring the list of distri-

m
butions for the �ac � pair is outlined in Fig. 1. This list build
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mostly differs from the original version by the presence of
the innermost loop over lattice vector m. For each basis
function c, the list �acm� is created and the two indices a and
m are ordered by decreasing value of the integral estimate
��acm �acm�mic�1/2.

In the third step, the parallel ONX K builds start with the
outer loops over the rows and columns of the local density
matrix D�iPrc�, as shown in Fig. 2. Next, a twofold loop over
the distribution lists of �acm� and �bdn� takes place in which
ERIs are computed. Note that in Fig. 2, bdf

n stands for the
first element of the list �bdn� for a B and D given. The con-
traction of the ERIs with the density matrix is done after the
loops over the lists with the help of a LEVEL-2 BLAS matrix-
vector multiplication subroutine �DGEMV�. The manipula-
tions of the density and exchange matrices are carried out
with the FASTMAT data structure.37

In the fourth step every processor, including the root,
computes the lower triangular part of the exchange subma-
trix K�D�iPrc�� without any interprocessor communication.
The work corresponding to each atom-block DCD used to
compute the exchange submatrix K�DCD� is timed and col-
lected in Time�C,D�. At the end of the parallel exchange
build, the timing information is collected by the root proces-
sor. Thus the new timing matrix Time can be used to parti-
tion the density matrix for the next SCF iteration. The dis-
tributed exchange submatrices are globally summed through
a binary tree based communication to the root processor. The
strategy currently used in MONDOSCF �Ref. 38� to store all
the matrices on the root processor will be replaced in the
near future by a completely distributed scheme.

To avoid excessive interprocessor communications the

FIG. 1. Parallel ordering of significant distributions.
algorithm does not use permutational symmetry of the ERIs.
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This approach definitely increases the number of ERIs to
compute at each Fock build by a factor of 2–3;5 however, at
the same time it greatly simplifies the coding and avoids
complicated synchronization problems between processors to
send/receive blocks of the density and/or exchange matrices.
It also becomes much easier to control the amount of work

FIG. 2. The parallel ONX loops.
given to each processor.
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A. Partition

In this section we present a two level version of the
multiple recursive decomposition introduced in Ref. 39. To
estimate the time needed to process each block we define a
non-negative cost function � on contiguous atom-atom
blocks of D. In our case the function � is either the number
of nonzero elements of D or the time Time needed for the
computation of the exchange matrix K�DCD�, where DCD is
the CDth atom-atom block of the density matrix �see Fig. 2�.
We will not discuss the nonzero partitioning; indeed this par-
tition leads to a very poor load balance, and it is only used to
generate an initial partition �i.e., when the timing function is
not available�. The two level recursive partition is obtained
through a two step scheme: first a one-dimensional 1D row-
wise partition, followed by a second columnwise partition of
the rows. In the following we will assume that NPrc= p2 with
p a positive integer. A generalization to any number of pro-
cessors is straightforward and will not be discussed.

B. 1D partition

During the level 1 partition the 1D array task Tk=�l�kl

�k , l=1,NAtoms� is divided into p consecutive intervals
�ri ,ri+1� such that the sum of the Ti’s elements for each block
1� i� p is equal up to a certain error �.

C. 2D partition

During the level 2 partition, each partitioned row of the
cost function �i is further sectioned into p columns of ap-
proximately equal cost �cj ,cj+1� with 1� j� p. Figure 3
shows an example of a two-level recursive decomposition
for 16 processors.

Of course different approaches to partition the density
matrix can be used, as, for example, the recursive bipartition-
ing algorithm with alternative directions by Vastenhouw and
Bisseling.40 For more informations about the multiple recur-
sive decomposition, the reader can refer to the original

39

FIG. 3. Example of a horizontal and vertical recursive decompositions for
16 processors.
paper.
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D. Global summation of the exchange matrices

The global summation of the local exchange matrices to
the master node is an important task. To achieve good per-
formance, a binary tree-based reduction paradigm is
used.41,42 It requires only P−1 communications to globally
sum the distributed exchange matrices to the root processor.
In a first step, each even node gets the incomplete matrix
from the uneven node on the right and adds these two ma-
trices together. In the second step the uneven nodes are left
out and the process is repeated for the remaining nodes. This
continues until the total matrix is on the root processor.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

All developments were implemented in the MONDOSCF

�Ref. 38� suite of programs for linear scaling electronic struc-
ture theory and ab initio molecular dynamics. The code was
complied using the PORTLAND GROUP F90 COMPILER pgf90
v5.1 �Ref. 43� with the −01 options and with the GNU C

COMPILER gcc v3.2.2 using the −01 flag or with the HP FOR-

TRAN COMPILER f95 v5.5A �Ref. 44� and the −01 option and
the COMPAQ C COMPILER cc v6.5 �Ref. 45� and the −01 flag.
Timings are performed using the message passing interface
�MPI��WTIME function. In some MPI distributions the in-
ternal MPI�WTIME routine may be very slow �e.g., globally
synchronized�, in this case we use the routine interval per-
formance monitoring �IPM��timer�get�time contained in the
IPM timing routine library.46 At the present moment, the
ERIs are evaluated according to the vertical recurrence rela-
tion �VRR� introduced by Obara and Saika47 and the modi-
fications proposed by Head-Gordon and Pople.48 The density
matrix is solved with the help of the quartic trace resetting
�TRS4� algorithm.25 The calculations are performed at the
GOOD or TIGHT level accuracies6 which deliver at least six
and eight digits of relative accuracy in the total energy,
respectively. More details about the accuracy of the gas and
periodic ONX algorithm can be found in Refs. 2 and 6.

The timing for the ONX speedup is taken at the fourth
SCF cycle and includes loading and distributing the density
matrix to all processors, building the distribution lists, calcu-
lation of K, ET partition for the next SCF iteration, global
summation of K, and the final I/O.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

All calculations were carried out on a 1024-node �2048
processors� dual P4 LINUXBIOS/BPROC CLUSTER connected
with MYRINET 2000 running RED-HAT LINUX RELEASE 9

�SHRIKE� �Ref. 49� and a cluster of 256 four CPU HP/
Compaq Alpha-server ES45s with the QUADRICS QSNET

HIGHT SPEED INTERCONNECT.
For purpose of performing the scaling tests, we start the

calculation with the STO-3G basis set and the GOOD accu-
racy and switch to the final basis set and accuracy �GOOD or
TIGHT� using a mixed integral approach.

We have performed Hartree-Fock parallel calculations
on water clusters containing 50 and 110 molecules with the
6-31G and 6-31G** basis sets and on endothelin at the RHF/
6-31G** level as well. For the periodic system, we have cho-

**
sen a box of 64 water molecules at the 6-31G, 6-31G , and
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6-31G*�O� /5-11G*�H� basis sets and a cell of 32 KCNS in
the Pbcm point group with a 86-511G�K�/86-311G�S�/
6-311G�C, N� basis sets. The basis sets for the KCNS calcu-
lations were obtained from Ref. 50. These systems are cho-
sen because they are inhomogeneous and three dimensional,
thus posing a challenge to parallel ONX.

The number of processors typically varies between 2 to
128. It is worth to mention that our partitioning scheme can
be applied to any number of processors, not only of power of
2 as long as the number of processors remains smaller or
equal to the number of atom blocks in the density matrix.
The speedups and efficiencies are given relative to two
processors.

A. Water cluster

The speedup obtained on the BPROC CLUSTER for the
�H2O�50 and �H2O�110 clusters with different basis sets are
shown in Fig. 4. The current partitioning scheme gives an
efficiency, for the 50 water molecule cluster �where the num-
ber of processors per heavy atom is 2.56�, of 72% and 77%
with 128 processors, which corresponds to speedups of about
93 and 98 for the 6-31G and 6-31G** basis sets, respectively.
At the same number of processors �128�, the 110 water mol-
ecules gives efficiencies of 67% and 83% and speedups of 86
and 106, respectively. We can also observe in Fig. 4 that the
speedup is slightly better for the �H2O�50 than the �H2O�110

cluster at the RHF/6-31G level of theory. The reason is that
the cluster has been in full operation during all the calcula-
tions and the timings have been influenced by the other jobs
on a given node. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the relative
speedup for the exchange matrix build of the �H2O�50 cluster
along the SCF iterations for 64 and 128 processors and the
RHF/6-31G** level of theory. The initial low speedup gained
from the use of the ET partitioning reflects a large change in
the density matrix during the two first iterations. However,
the relative speedup increases very rapidly and already at the
third iteration �No. 2� reaches a stable value. This relative
speedup is preserved throughout the remaining SCF itera-
tions. Thus the performance of the ET is quite insensitive to

FIG. 4. Scaling of the parallel ONX on �H2O�50 and �H2O�110 with the 6-31G
and 6-31G** basis functions and the TIGHT threshold. Speedups are relative
to two processors.
the SCF cycle, after a stabilization time.
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B. Water box with PBC

For the periodic systems, the result of the 64-water mol-
ecules obtained on the BPROC CLUSTER is shown in Fig. 6.
The calculations are performed at the relativistic Hartree-
Fock �RHF� level of theory with the 6-31G*�O� /
5-11G*�H�, 6-31G and 6-31G** basis sets and the GOOD
accuracy. Efficiencies are 87%, 75%, and 79% for
the 6-31G*/5-11G*, 6-31G, and 6-31G** basis sets, respec-
tively, with 128 processors. The overall parallel ONX is
very good up to 64 processors but degrades slightly at the
128-processor level.

These performances, obtained for the water box, are bet-
ter compared to the �H2O�50 cluster. The improved speedup
is due to the longer time spent in the exchange build for the
periodic cases compared to the gas phase cases. As the com-
putation time spent in the innermost loop increases, due to
the double summations over lattice vectors, the timing func-
tion gives a more accurate elapsed time for each atom-block
of the density matrix.

C. Endothelin and periodic KCNS

Finally, we present, in Fig. 7, speedup obtained on the
Compaq machine for endothelin �C82H122O26N20S5� and for
a orthorhombic supercell composed of 32 KCNS �Pbcm� at
the RHF/6-31G** and RHF/86-511G�K�/86-311G�S�/
6-311G�C,N� level of theories, respectively. These scalings

FIG. 5. Relative speedup of the parallel ONX on �H2O�50 with the RHF/6-
31G** along the SCF iterations. Speedups are relative to two processors.

FIG. 6. Scaling of the parallel ONX on �H2O�64 PBC with the RHF/6-
31G*�O� /5-11G*�H�, the RHF/6-31G**, and RHF/6-31G level of theories

and the GOOD threshold. The speedups are relative to two processors.
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have been carried out with the GOOD accuracy level. At the
128-processor level, the endothelin �133 heavy atoms� deliv-
ers 99-fold speedup, while the 2�2�2 KCNS �128 atoms
per simulation supercell� delivers 105-fold speedup. We also
show in Fig. 8 the total speedup of the fourth SCF for en-
dothelin as well as the three most consuming parts of the
SCF, i.e., the Coulomb build �quantum chemical tree code13

QCTC�, the exact exchange build �ONX� and the density
matrix solver �TRS4�. The timing for the different parts are
reported in Table I.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a simple and efficient algorithm for
parallelization of the exact Hartree-Fock exchange. The
method is based on the dynamical distribution of the density
matrix to the processors. At each SCF cycle the time needed
to build the local exchange matrix corresponding to the local
density matrix on a given processor is used to distribute the
density matrix in the next cycle.

The concept of ET has proven fruitful for load balancing
the ONX algorithm. ET exploits the “slow” variation of the
density matrix between SCF iterations to overcome the ir-
regularities arising from the O�N� methods.

FIG. 7. Scaling of the parallel ONX on endothelin and periodic �KCNS�32

with the RHF/6-31G** and RHF/86-511G�K�/86-311G�S�/6-311G�C,N�, re-
spectively, and the GOOD threshold. The speedups are relative to two
processors.

FIG. 8. Total scaling of the parallel SCF and its most consuming parts on
endothelin with the RHF/6-31G** and the GOOD threshold. The speedups

are relative to two processors.
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A finer grain partition of the density matrix �i.e., at the
function level� may lead to even better load balance. How-
ever, the code may become much slower due to the non-
negligible overhead of the timing routine.

The overall efficiency of the ET partition ranges from
74%–87% for all test cases presented in this work with the
fine grained �up to 2.56 processors per heavy atom� 128 pro-
cessor calculations. This high efficiency of the ET retains
this property between geometry steps in a geometry optimi-
zation or molecular dynamics run after few steps �usually
less than 3� of stabilization of the density matrix.

We can also note that the ONX algorithm includes non-
parallel step as loading, distributing the density matrix to all
processors, global summation, and I/O. Thus we may expect
the efficiency to improve with full data parallelism.
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